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Abstract—Steganography is going to gain its significance 

because of the exponential development and mystery 

correspondence of potential PC clients over the web. It can 

likewise be characterized as the investigation of imperceptible 

correspondence that as a rule manages the methods for 

concealing the presence of the imparted message. By and large 

information implanting is accomplished in correspondence, 

picture, content, multimedia content for copyright, military 

communication, validation and numerous different purposes. In 

picture Steganography, mystery correspondence is accomplished 

to implant a message into cover picture (generated image which 

is carrying a hidden message) and produce a stegoimage (created 

picture which is conveying a concealed message). In this paper we 

have fundamentally broke down different steganographic 

systems and furthermore have secured steganography outline its 

significant sorts, order, applications.The proposed plan is 

implemented in Matlab platform the use of preferred 

steganography set of regulations. DCT blocks compression is 
used alongside LSB photograph steganography. 

Keywords:—image steganography; applications; LSB 
;DCTcompression; different techniques. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Steganography comes from the Greek words Steganós 

(Covered) and Graptos (Writing) [1]. Previously, individuals 

utilized concealed tattoos or imperceptible ink to pass on 

steganographic content. Today, PC and system advancements 

give simple to-utilize correspondence channels for 

steganography. 

 
Fig. 1. Overview of steganographic system 

 

Steganography is a method of data security that conceals 

mystery data inside a typical bearer media, for example, 

advanced picture, sound, video, and so on. An unapproved 

endeavor to identify and extricate the concealed mystery data 

from stego is known as steganalysis. The installing procedure 

makes a stego medium by supplanting these repetitive bits 

with information from the shrouded message. Present day 

steganography objective is to keep its simple nearness 

imperceptible. Established steganographic framework's 

security depends on the encoding framework's mystery. A 

case of this kind of framework is a Roman general who shaved 
a slave's head and inked a message on it. After the hair became 

back, the slave was sent to convey the now-shrouded message. 

Albeit such a framework may work for a period, once it is 

known, it is basic enough to shave the leaders of the 

considerable number of individuals going by to check for 

concealed messages—at last, such a steganographic 

framework comes up short. Present day steganography 

endeavors to be distinguishable just if mystery data is 

known—to be specific, mystery keys. A square graph of a 

bland visually impaired picture steganographic framework is 

delineated in Fig. 1. A message is installed in an advanced 
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picture by the stegosystem encoder, which utilizes a key or 

secret word. The subsequent stego picture is transmitted over a 

channel to the collector, where it is handled by the 

stegosystem decoder utilizing the same key[1]. 

The  terminologies of a steganography are as a given :- 

• Cover-Image- It is utilized as an errand person for a secret 

data. 

• Message: Message ought to be a cryptography shape for a 

security reason. 

• Stego-Image: The plant message into an underlying picture is 

called as a stego-picture. 

• Stego-Key: The crucial use for an implanting or removing the 

data from a host picture and furthermore stego image.[2] 
 

II. STEGANOGRAPHY OVERVIEW  

Steganography is a Greek word which implies hid composing. 

"Steganos" signifies "secured " and "graphial " signifies 

"composing". The cause of steganography is the organic and 

physiological. The expression "steganography" came into 

utilization in 1500's after the rise of Trithemius' book 

regarding the matter "Steganographia". But today’s most of 

the people transmit the data in the form of text, images, video, 

and audio over the medium. With a specific end goal to 

securely transmission of classified information, the sight and 
sound protest like sound, video, pictures are utilized as a cover 

sources to conceal the information The outline of 

steganography field can be divided into three parts in given 

table –I [3]. 

 

Table-I 

 

Past Present Future 

It’s very older 

origins can be 

traced back to 440 

BC. 

The larger part of 

the present 

steganographic 

frameworks 

utilizes the 

interactive media 
objects like 

picture; sound; 

video and so on 

Nowadays, 

“Hacking” is very 

famous term 

In early occasions, 

messages were 

covered up on 

back of the wax 

composing tables, 

composed on the 

stomachs of the 

rabbits, or the 

inked on the scalp 
of slaves 

Its cover media 

since individuals 

regularly 

communicate 

computerized 

pictures over email 

and other Internet 

correspondence 

It is only an 

unapproved access 

of information 

which can be 

gathered at the 

season of the 

information 

transmission 

Invisible ink has 

been being used 

in present universe 

of steganography 

Steg investigation 

is a procedure in 

for a considerable 

length of time for 

entertainment only 

by youngsters and 

understudies and 

for genuine 

reconnaissance by 

spies and 
psychological 

militants [7]. 

different 

steganographic 

procedures have 

been proposed 

which a 

steganalyzers 

splits the cover 

question get the 

concealed 

information 

Cryptography 

turned out to be 

exceptionally 

normal place in 

the center time 

frames 

There are certain 

cases in which a 

combination of 

Cryptography & 

Steganography is 

used to achieve 

data privacy over 

secrecy 

It is hoped that 

Steganography 

along with 

Cryptography may 

improve the 

privacy as well as 

secrecy 

 

III. TYPES OF STEGANOGRAPHY  

 Steganography [4] is further divided into five 
different dimensions that are as follows: 

Fig. 1.3 Types of Steganography 
 

1.3.1 Text steganography  

Text steganography contain plain text it may be alphabets, 

numbers. 3 different ways of coding are line-move coding, in 

which composition lines are vertically moved to program the 

entire archive extraordinarily.Word-shift coding workings like 

secret word are coded in document horizontally all along the 

text lines by means of suitable line spacing. Feature coding, 

some of the textures are altered or some are not altered, 

depend upon the working of the code.  

 

1.3.2Image steganography  
Image steganography is the most common form of 

steganography and most widely used in various fields for 

hiding text in image, audio in image, video in image. It is the 

most popular medium on internet due to its high frequency of 

usage. There are dissimilar forms for the coding in picture 

normally used way are least significant bit insertion, in which 

the hiding some type of data in merely least significant 2 or 

three bits of a byte. Further way of hiding is by means of 

      Steganography 

       Text  Image    Video  Audio  Protocol  
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masking and filtering ways. a number of algorithms and 

transformation be as well used for hiding image inside image 

or the other mediums. 

 

1.3.3 Audio steganography 

 Audio Sound steganography is another measurement that is in 

sound arrangement and can be in whatever other configuration 
that covers up and transmit the data by controlling sound 

record in reasonable way. Audio document is encode by 3 

strategies which be reverberate concealing, LSB, stage coding. 

Audio steganography is a secure medium as compare to others 

because sound frequency changes at every single bit. 

 

1.3.4 Video steganography 

 Video steganography is a process of hiding secret information 

inside the video, video is also a secure medium because video 

frequency changes at every second as well as color of video 

also changes at every moment and it cannot be recognized by 
a naked eye. Video steganography file hide data in form of 

frame by means of DCT transform. Techniques for video 

steganography are tri-way pixel value differencing, using 

motion vectors.  

 

1.3.5 Protocol steganography  

Protocol steganography embeds the data by means of the 

network control protocol like http, ftp, tcp, Ssh, udp etc. Secret 

information is surrounded in voice-over IP. Protocol 

steganography is advance dimension of steganography and 

further protected than other dimensions. Many researchers are 

working on it to improve its technique so that it can be applied 
for hiding other forms of data on various protocols.  

In this work, our center is on image steganography and the 

audio steganography since our matter of worry is connected to 

these 2 dimensions as our topic is to conceal audio file within 

an picture by means of LSB procedure and the DCT. Digital 

image processing (DIP) strategies like preprocessing, upgrade, 

works for the control of a picture before implanting the sound 

record inside the picture. After IP sound document is prepared, 

Compressed utilizing discrete change and anchored utilizing 

(Advance Encryption Standard) AES calculation.  

 AES is most grounded algo of cryptography as of not 
long ago, present by Vincent Rijmen, in 1998 by US 

government. It works for the security of sensitive material of 

any type using 128, 192, 256 bits of key sizes. For 

compression of audio file discrete transform is used like DCT, 

DWT. These transform discard the values of audio file at high 

frequency without damaging much of file. LSB inclusion 

method is used for embedding of audio file within image. 

  As in previous study the file is embedded in whole 

image and any illegal person can easily retrieve the secret 

message. Whereas work done in this research is on grayscale 

image and the file which will be embedded in image 

compressed as well as encrypted before using strong algorithm 
AES, which will in turn, provide security to an extent. 

Experiments have been done on standard audio and image 

files. Analysis of this work is on the basis of the measuring 

parameters so as to be MSE also known as   MSE and PSNR. 

The purpose of this research is to provide efficient work, 

improved security and able to embed a large size of file. 

 

 

IV. IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY CLASSIFICATIONS  

By and large image steganography is sorted in following 

perspectives [5] and Table-1 demonstrates the best 

steganographic measures. 

High Capacity: Maximum size of information can be 

embedded into image.  

Perceptual Transparency:In the wake of hiding procedure into 

cover picture, perceptual quality will be corrupted into stego-

picture as contrast with cover picture. 

Robustness: After embedding, information should remain 

unblemished if stego-picture goes into some change, for 

example, editing, scaling, sifting and expansion of commotion.  
 

Temper Resistance: It ought to be hard to modify the message 

once it has been inserted into stego-picture.  

 

Computation Complexity:How much costly it is 

computationally to insert and extricating a shrouded message? 

Table-1: Image Steganography Algorithm Measures 

 

 

APPLICATION OF STEGANOGRAPHY 

This area speaks to the uses of the steganography. It 

determines the ultimate assurance of a confirmation that the 

other security device may not be guaranty. It could be set as a 

component of the typical strategy [6]. 

1. The secret data Communication. 

2.  Copyright prevention for a data. 

3. The Distribution Digital Content is to control for an 

unauthorized user. 

4. E-Commerce 

5. Media 
6. Database Systems 

7. Digital watermarking. 

V. TECHNIQUES OF  THE IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY 

Image steganography procedures can be partitioned into 

following areas. 

1.5.1 Spatial Domain Methods: There are numerous variants 

of spatial steganography, all specifically change a few bits in 

the picture pixel esteems sequestered from everything 

information. Least significant bit (LSB)- based steganography 

is one of the least complex methods that conceals a mystery 
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message in the LSBs of pixel esteems without presenting 

numerous recognizable bends. Changes in the estimation of 

the LSB are vague for human eyes. Spatial space strategies are 

comprehensively grouped into: 

1. LSB  

2. Pixel value differencing (PVD)  

3. Edges based data embedding method (EBE)  
4. Random pixel embedding method (RPE)  

5. Mapping pixel to hidden data method  

6. Labeling or connectivity method  

7. Pixel intensity based method  

8. Texture based method  

9. Histogram shifting methods  

General advantages of spatial domain LSB procedure are:  

1. There is less possibility for corruption of the first picture.  

2. More data can be put away in a picture.  

 

Detriments of LSB system are:  
1. Less strong, the concealed information can be lost with 

picture control.  

2. Shrouded information can be effectively decimated by 

straightforward assaults. 

 

1.5.2 Transform Domain (TD) Technique: This is a more mind 

boggling method for concealing data in a picture. Different 

calculations and changes are utilized on the picture to shroud 

data in it. TD implanting can be named as an area of installing 

systems for which various calculations have been proposed 

[7]. The way toward implanting information in the frequency 

domain (FD) of a signal is significantly more grounded than 
inserting rules that work in the time area. A large portion of 

the solid steganographic frameworks today work inside the 

TD strategies have preference over spatial domain (SD) 

methods as they shroud data in territories of the picture that 

are less presented to pressure, trimming, and picture preparing. 

Some TD systems don't appear to be subject to the picture 

configuration and they may beat lossless and lossy 

arrangement transformations. TD procedures are 

comprehensively characterized into: 

1. Discrete Fourier transformation technique (DFT).  

2. Discrete cosine transformation technique (DCT).  
3. Discrete Wavelet transformation technique (DWT).  

4. Lossless or reversible method (DCT)  

5. Embedding in coefficient bits  

 

1.5.3 Distortion Techniques: Itsrequire learning of the first 

cover picture amid the translating procedure where the 

decoder capacities to check for contrasts between the first 

cover picture and the contorted cover picture keeping in mind 

the end goal to reestablish the mystery message. The encoder 

adds a grouping of changes to the cover picture. In this way, 

data is portrayed as being put away by flag distortion.Using 

this procedure, a stego protest is made by applying a grouping 
of alterations to the cover picture. This grouping of changes is 

use to coordinate the mystery message required to 

transmit.The message is encoded at pseudo-arbitrarily picked 

pixels. On the off chance that the stego-picture is not quite the 

same as the cover picture at the given message pixel, the 

message bit is a "1." generally, the message bit is a "0." The 

encoder can alter the "1" esteem pixels in such a way, to the 

point that the factual properties of the picture are not 

influenced.However, the need for sending the cover image 
limits the benefits of this technique. In any steganographic 

technique, the cover image should never be used more than 

once. If an attacker tampers with the stego-image by cropping, 

scaling or rotating, the receiver can easily detect it. In some 

cases, if the message is encoded with error correcting 

information, the change can even be reversed and the original 

message can be recovered. * In any steganographic method, 

the cover picture ought to never be utilized more than once. In 

the event that an aggressor messes with the stego-picture by 

editing, scaling or turning, the recipient can without much of a 

stretch identify it. Now and again, if the message is encoded 
with blunder redressing data, the change can even be switched 

and the first message can be recouped. 

 

1.5.4 Masking and Filtering: These strategies conceal data by 

denoting a picture, similarly as to paper watermarks. These 

systems implant the data in the more noteworthy regions than 

simply concealing it into the clamor level. The concealed 

message is more necessary to the cover picture. Watermarking 

procedures can be connected without the dread of picture 

decimation because of lossy pressure as they are more 

incorporated into the picture. Points of interest of Masking and 

separating Techniques: 1. This strategy is considerably more 
powerful than LSB supplanting as for pressure since the data 

is covered up in the obvious parts of the picture. Weaknesses 

of Masking and separating Techniques: 1. Procedures can be 

connected just to dim scale pictures and limited to 24 bits.[7] 

VI. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Himani Trivedi, Prof. Arpit Rana, (2017) presents about — 

Steganography is put into practice of hiding secret message or 

the secret information within further multimedia data so as to 

is text, the image, audio or the video. Recently video 

steganography have developed into opportunity for providing 

huge amount of data to transfer in secret. This paper gives 
review of various video steganography strategies. From this all 

the strategy have their favorable circumstances and detriments 

like LSB technique has high limit of installing of information 

however low power to assault while DCT and DWT is robust 

against attack but they have less embedding capacity of data. 

So, if we work on hybrid of spatial and frequency domain 

method then we can achieve high security, high capacity and 

robustness to data. For improved safety also we are able to 

also merge cryptography by means of steganography.[8] 

 

Hanaa M. Ahmed and Maisa’a A. A. Khodher, (2016) presents 

about This paper compares 8 proposed methods by means of 
steganography of Arabic language texts for dissimilar search 
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algos to believe a secret key. All methods use random 

numbers to generate the secret key. In this research, after 

testing eight methods, powerful security is found in the 

compression-based and blockbased methods in this paper. In 

previous research in Arabic text using Kashida in the protocol 

of 28 characters in the Arabic language, using 13 characters in 

un-pointed hidden of 1-bit in secret message and put two 
Kashidas, and uses 15 characters in point to hide the 0-bit in 

secret message put one Kashida. This paper uses two layers to 

hide the secret message; the first layer uses FFT and hides the 

bit secret message, and applies IFFT in LSB and places one 

Kashida in place of the LSB in cover Arabic text. In layer two, 

it places a random Kashida, without sensitive attacks during 

transmission across a network. The single and double quote 

method is weak in security because it uses single–double 

quote without FFT but uses protocol. The formula-based, 

SVD, image-based, Kashida and Single–double quote, and 

twice hiding secret message methods are powerful in 
transparency and robustness. The block-based method of 

security is 95%, and the compression-based method of 

security is 96%.[9] 

 

Ramadhan J. Mstafa et. al(2016) —Over the past few decades, 

the art ofzz secretly embedding and communicating digital 

data has gained enormous attention because of the 

technological development in both digital contents and 

communication. The imperceptibility, hiding capacity, and 

toughness next to attacks are 3 main necessities that some 

video steganography way should get into thought. In this, a 

tough and protected video steganographic algo within the 
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Discrete Cosine 

Transform (DCT) domains is to be based on Multiple Object 

Tracking known as MOT algo and Error Correcting Codes that 

is known as (ECC) is being proposed.Primarily, motion-based 

MOT algorithm be implemented resting on host videos to 

differentiate the regions of attention in moving objects. After 

that, the process of data hiding is being performed by 

concealing top secret message into DWT and DCT 

coefficients of each and every motion regions in video 

depending on center masks. Our experimental outcome 

exemplify that suggested algo not only improves capacity of 
embedding and imperceptibility although it also enhances its 

safety and robustness by encoding the mystery message and 

withstanding against different attacks.[10]  

 

Alavi Kunhu et.al (2016) In this paper, we recommend another 

visually impaired color video watermarking route for 

copyright security of interactive media shading recordings by 

the utilization of list mapping thought.  The inventiveness in 

obtainable approach consists in crafty a hybrid DWT and DCT 

based digital video watermarking of color watermark image 

by means of record mapping technique. distortion caused all 

the way through watermarking be assess  by way of peak 
signal to sound ratio (PSNR) along with correspondence 

structure index measure (SSIM) what's more, heartiness inside 

restriction to divergent sorts of assaults have been surveyed 

utilizing StirMark.The proposed video watermarking algo 

provide improved imperceptibility within harmony by way of 

human visual system and offers advanced toughness in 

opposition to signal processing attacks.[11] 

 

Ch.Sathi Raju et.al (2016) Compression is  serious trouble in 
applications of capsule endoscopy. In this paper  hybrid DCT 

compression method and DWT compression method is being 

employed to capitalise advantages of together techniques.The 

technique includes in creating color information of the white 

band and restricted band pictures in a halfway arrangement 

and after that producing the decompressed picture. The quality 

of decompressed image is being evaluated in conditions of 

mean square error (MSE), signal to noise ratio known as 

(SNR) and PSNR.[12] 

 

N.V.Lalitha et.al (2016) steganography is method of 
embedding information into signal  in a technique that is 

complex to remove.here , a dynamic capacity of  audio 

watermarking system is used to establish data and take away 

them via SVD. With help of SVDbased algo and by income of 

LWT, DCT and DWT. DCT-SVD, DWT-SVD, DWT-DCT-

SVD, LWT-DCTSVD methods are developed. It be observed 

so as to by growing the quantization levels  signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) value decreases exponentially which leads to 

deformation in the original signal. It is moreover observed 

with the aim of robustness is also greater than before by 

applying dissimilar malicious attacks like resampling, echo 

addition, cropping, additive white gaussian noise (AWGN), 
and signal subtraction to  enclosed signal with the aim of 

doesn’t perturb  novel signal and  mine image. [13] 

 

 
Ammad Ul Islaet al. (2016) in this paper the fast 

advancement of information correspondence in current period 
requests secure trade of data.Steganography is recognized way 
intended for hiding information as of unauthorised access. 
Steganographic systems conceal mystery information in 
various document arrangements, for example, image, text, 
audio, and video. Invisibility, capacity of payload, and PSNR 
security and toughness are key challenges to steganography. In 
this, a unique picture stegnography route in view of MSB of 
pixels is proposed. Bit No. 5 is utilized to store the mystery 
bits in view of the distinction of bit No. 5 and 6 of cover 
picture. In the event that the distinction of bit No.5 and 6 is 
unique in relation to mystery information bit then the 
estimation of bit No. 5 is changed. The outcomes express that 
the proposed system guarantees noteworthy changes in flag to 
commotion proportion.Usually, hackers focus on the LSB bits 
for top secret data mining but proposed method utilizes MSB 
bits that create it more protected from illegal access. [14]. 

 

Karishma Rathod, et. al. (2016) Steganography is art and 

science of transmit concealed information in  presence of this 

information is merely predictable by sender and anticipated 
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recipient. In our project, we are introducing the object oriented 

concept for providing security to the information .This paper 

provides a brief knowledge about execution of LSB algorithm 

using Java methodology. This urges the researcher’s to invent 

novel data hiding schemes by Steganography standards to data 

protection.[15] 

 

Mohammed Salem Atoum, et. al. (2015) This paper represents 

the matters and challenges faced for image steganographic 

techniques. Many LSB schemes were invented in current year 

by un-direct or direct location to embed covert message into 
cover. Several schemes for embedding data in pictures were 

appraised, and proposals are being projected for the greatest 

policy of conceal information in pictures and the 

Probability of finding other new methods concealing data in 

picture files.[16]  

 

ZohrehFouroozesh, et. al. (2014) Image-steganography is the 

most famous kind of transporter to hold data. Various 

calculations have been wanted to shroud data into 

computerized pictures.TheLSB is one of these algorithms that 

iswidely used in steganography. Numerous enhancements of 

this algorithm have been projected recently.[17] 

 

Monika Gunjal, .et.al (2014) Proposed the DCT and Blowfish 

algorithm. The proposed technique calculates the LSB of 

every DC coefficient and put back with every bit of top secret 

message. The embedding method which is being proposed by 

means of DCT with LSB obtained improved PSNR 

values.Blowfish algorithm is used for encryption and 

decryption of text message using a secret-key block 

cipher.[18] 

 

Manu Devi et. al. (2014)  This article projected a better LSB 

based Steganography method for images reporting improved 

data security for thrashing covert information in pictures. In 

this article we shows enhanced steganalysis tecniques, depend 

on the mainly trustworthy detectors of thinly-spread LSB 

steganography currently known, focusing on  case while 

grayscale Bitmaps are being utilized at the same time as cover 

images.[19] 

 

Saravanan Chandran,.et.al. (2015) Steganography has turn out 

to be more significant due to exponential development of 
communication of possible computer information on internet. 

This study article gives an general idea of steganography, its 

applications, and dissimilarity from cryptography. This study 

of the  article analysis show of LSB, DCT, and  the Discrete 

Wavelet Transform (DWT).[20] 

 

K.B.Raja', .et.al (2015) present image based steganography by 

way of the aim of joining LSB, the DCT , and final techniques 

of compression which is  resting on raw images so as to 

improve security of  payload. Initially, LSB algorithm is 

required to set in thepayload bits into cover image so as to 

derive  stego-image. The stego-pictureis transformed as of 

SDto FD by means of DCT. Finally quantization and 

runlength coding algorithms are used for compressing the 

stego-image to enhance its security.[21] 

 
Milia Habib , .et.al (2015) a protected DCT steganography 

technique is  being proposed. It provides hiding a undisclosed 

image within another                                                                             

image randomly by using Chaos. There are several techniques 

those are based on DCT. The majority general is DCT 

steganography based on LSB. various proposed methods rely 

on it like the LSB-DCT randomized bit embedding  that is 

based on  threshold. This way is easy and provides a number 

of security.[22] 

 

Ahmed Saber Sakr, .et.al (2012) a capable data hitting method 
based on the DCT of image proposed. In this technique, the 

DCT coefficient is quantized by utilizing predefined scientific 

activity after that the mystery bits is than inserted in each and 

every recurrence part of the quantized DCT coefficient by 

using LSB to allow a huge message capacity.[23] 

 

Tao Zhang ,.et.al(2010) puts onward a LSB matching 

steganography detection method which is based on statistical 

modeling of the pixel dissimilarity distributions. This proposes 

a method to guess the number of  zero difference value with 

the number of dissimilar values  of non-zero  as of stego-

images, and uses  comparative opinion error between 
estimated and real values of number of  zero distinct value as  

classification characteristic. [24] 

 

Kamaldeep Joshi ,.et.al (2015) Steganography and 

cryptography are used on the way to conceal message and its 

meaning respectively. By this method, message is  encrypted 

first by using Vernam cipher algo and after that message is 

surrounded within image with original image steganography 

method that is LSB with Shifting (LSB-S).[25] 

 

Gurmeet Kaur,.et.al (2012) a comparative study is made to 
show the efficiency of proposed methods. The effectiveness of 

the proposed methods has been estimated by computing 

Processing time, security.The examination gives BER and 

PSNR is enhanced in LSB strategy yet security purpose DCT 

is exceptionally amazing process.[26] 

 

VII. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Steganography Process which hides the survival of message, 

secret message isn’t hard to make out in case of steganography 

other than most of the public are not capable to identify the 

attendance of message. The proposed plan is implemented in 

Matlab platform the use of preferred steganography set of 
regulations. DCT blocks compression is used alongside LSB 
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photograph steganography. Fig. Shows the working of 

proposed statistics protection scheme. Select a genuine 

photograph.  Apply DCT compression and LSB. Calculate 

PSNR and BPP 

 
 

Fig. 1.3 flow chart of proposed methodology 

VIII.  IMPLEMENTATION TOOL 

In this work, the result analysis will evaluate on MATLAB 

platform using IP toolbox. This is a high-level matrix/array 

dialect with control stream explanations, capacities, 

information structures, input/yield, and question situated 
programming highlights. In this create rapidly small 

programming to large complex programming applications. 

IX. TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF STEGANOGRAPHY, 
WATERMARKING AND ENCRYPTION.[27] 

 

X. CONCLUSION 

This paper gave an outline of various steganographic methods 

its significant kinds and arrangement of steganography which 

have been proposed in the writing amid most last few of 

years.We have critical analyzed different proposed techniques 
which show that visual quality of the image is degraded when 

hidden data increased up to certain limit using LSB based 

techniques. Furthermore, a significant number of them 

implanting procedures can be broken or demonstrates sign of 

modification of picture via cautious examination of the factual 

properties of commotion or perceptually investigation.In this 

work, the result analysis will evaluate on MATLAB platform 

using Image Processing toolbox. 
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